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PREFACE

Literature is a vast ocean of knowledge and wisdom created by
intelligentsia. It is a reflection of happenings in the life of any individual.
The role of media is to approach the masses and look into the lives of
people from various angles. All these experiences help to enhance the
quality of life in any culture.

It is, thus, very important for a mass media scholar to look into the
various aspects of life of any individual, into the social, cultural and
personal set-up of people

Study of literature, therefore, gives a better exposure to mass media
students to understand life in a better way. This piece of work is a step
in the academics to provide an exposure to the young minds. Both the
avenues of knowledge are very vast and require an extensive as well as
intensive study.

This book is an attempt to brief the mass media scholars towards
the various genres of literature. It covers the melodies of verse, hard
situations of life, the real-life depiction of situations through drama and
theatre and the thoughts and philosophy through the various writings of
the authors belonging to different places, at different times.

The fiction would introduce the scholars to the lives of the
characters, their thoughts, psyche and view of life. The characters are a
true picture of any time and place. The verse is the exposure of any age
as it depicts the thinking and beliefs of times. Poetry is imagination and
depiction in rhyme.

Similarly, the theatre or drama section depicts the life in reality.
The characters, dialogues, and incidents depict the social, personal and
cultural life.

The book is conceptualized to simplify the ocean of knowledge and
to have an insight into the various spectrums of literature. The various
experiences of the geniuses are enlisted, which are taken from different
ages and these further provide wisdom to the readers.

Care has been taken to give proper references and respect the content.
The extracts are taken to give exposure to the students to understand and
read the texts in original and to encourage them towards reading habit.
This would give an insight into style and thought of the writers.

Thus, the mass media students should enhance their creativity and
innovations through their study of fine literary pieces and reach a higher
level of existence to deal with life and serve the masses in their own
special ways.

Author
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Unit I

INTRODUCTION TO
LITERATURE

Literature has been existing since all ages in different languages,
throughout the world. The authors have been expressing their ideas,
colored through their creativity in different forms. Many of these
authors have become immortal and are read with the same interest, as
during their times.

The history of literature is the study of the account of writings and
the author in any language. Similarly, the history of English literature is
the account of books written in English language. Literature is a vast
ocean of wisdom written in various forms, sketching life experiences
which involve a varied set of knowledge like sociology, psychology,
philosophy, politics, history, culture etc. It is life relived, which educates
the readers intensively. The author creates a situation which the readers
share and feel and a good author provides universal experiences through
stories, fiction, poetry, prose and drama. Thus, a good reader gets
matured by sharing the experiences of its characters. Hence, literature is
a study which is the core of all studies wherein all other studies are
intact in some form or the other. Literature has no boundaries. The
authors are the geniuses who share movements through their utterances.
The experiences of the writers are delivered through various forms in
their own creative and original way, with the use of language. Each
author has a unique and different expression and his own creative style.
However, the thoughts are influenced by times, situations and locations.

Literature is a continuous process with authors and their works. It
grows and changes. There are influences of times and contemporaries,
predecessors and successors and each influence the other, with the
individuality of the self-depicted through the writings. The authors
influence their contemporaries who are impressed by their thoughts and
philosophy and the same is reflected in the style and thought of their
creations.

There are, thus, movements and ages in literature with similar
trends, due to similar changes in times and situations and the trends keep
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changing. Like any other stream of knowledge, these are later termed as
movements or ages. The influential authors get minor authors to imitate
them and the ages are known by their names like The Shakespearean
Age, Age of Dryden etc. These are called various schools resulting in
movements. There are, thus, classical age, romantic age, Victorian age,
Renaissance, Restoration, modern age etc.

The movements have a set of thought which is reflected through
the writings of the writers of the age. The study of the age is very
important to the scholar as the study of the author and his books.

The history of literature takes into account the social, cultural,
historical, political and philosophical perspective of any age or time.
The situation, location, events and sequences are influenced by this.
This influences from the past, present and future and thus there is the
birth, growth and decline of each movement which overlapses each
other in characteristics. Thus, each age has its own unique
characteristics and all literature has causes and reasons behind it.

Thus the cultural, mental and moral outlook and values of any age
are reflected through the authors. The times have a great influence on
the author’s mind and thoughts. It is not the actual literature which
affects the psyche of any author but more of life: political, social and
cultural and the interests, ideas, feelings, thoughts and attitudes develop
accordingly. Thus, the history of any time and place and literature of
any time and place always go hand in hand.

History of English literature is the study of all changes and
development during different ages. Thus, the factors of change affect the
authors and results into their contributions to literature, which ultimately
becomes a piece of writing. The factors affecting could be either
subjective or objective.

HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
For any author and his writings, the times and culture is reflected in

the works. Thus, the personality of the author as well as the situations
are reflected through the characters, events and situations. The whole of
English literature is born out of the creative genuine of English writers.
The national scenario is reflected through their writings. Thus, the
history reveals the activities and achievements whereas literature deals
with all these things, attaching them with values and philosophy.
Literature reflects life of all ages, development and changes. It gives the
reflection of the real life of that age and the people, philosophy, actions,
thinking, interests and the emotions and feelings of the people of that
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age, the culture, value system and the various types of characters the age
had. Thus, the history of English literature reveals these avenues of the
English people.

The history is in parts and periods with some overlapping. So are
the periods in the literature. These are called ages in English literature.
A thorough study of history gives a background of any age of literature.
During each of these periods, there is a similar scenario in the social,
political, economic and cultural setting of the times. Thus, there is the
similar thought in literature which is reflected through a particular style.
Each age also has significant differences from the other. These periods
start and end gradually as the changes cannot be sudden and abrupt.
However, the authors are always affected by their predecessors, but
have their own unique styles. So, any one ending, gives way to a new
beginning in a slow phase. Thus, the names of the periods go as per the
historical names as well as the names of the major authors of that period.
For example, English literature can be rooted back to Anglo-Saxon
Period or Anglo-Norman Period approximately 500-1340. This was the
pre-Chaucerian period. This was followed by the great writer Chaucer
1340-1400 to 1557 till Tottel’s Miscellany. Chaucer’s Canterbury tales
bring the stories alive to the readers.

The Shakespearean age 1564-1616 is named after the greatest
writer of English literature who has become universal and immortal.
This period follows the early Tudor period. It is known as the
Renaissances of English history. This was the age of Elizabeth and
hence is also called the Elizabethan age and the later part as Jacobean
age. This was the age of drama and theatre as Shakespeare composed
not for the readers but for the spectators and audience. The theatre got a
boost with a lot of experimentation during this age.

Milton can be traced to 1608-1744 followed by the Caroline age.
Paradise Lost, Paradise regained and other pieces of work of Milton are
the masterpieces of literature.

Miltonic age is followed by the age of Dryden, Pope and Johnson.
Dryden’s age is also known as the age of Restoration. Pope is also
known as early Georgian and Johnson of the middle Georgian age.
There is a clear drift in the writings of these poets which are more
related to the times of Restoration and the later ages.

The age of Wordsworth 1770-1850 is also called the late Georgian
age. This is called the Romantic period in literature. The natural beauty
is depicted in the pieces of creative art during this period, with a lot of
imagination and there is beauty in the writings.
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The age of Wordsworth is followed by Tennyson 1832-1887
approximately which is known the Victorian age. There are many
changes during the Victorian period and the drift from the romantic age.
There is an impact of industrialization and mechanization and the
thinking of the authors is thus affected by the socio-economic upheavals.

This age was followed by the age of Hardy 1840-1928. The
twentieth century or the modern age and the twenty-first century
brought in a series of writers who depicted realism in their writings. The
style changed according to the social setting and techniques and
experimentation in writing worked wherein the trends like search for
identity, feminism, modernism worked together and the stream of
consciousness technique brought in the fragments and back and forth
approach in literature which deviated from the traditional form.

POETRY
Poetry is the most melodious form of literature. The themes in the

poetry are very important. The complete poem has a development
wherein the theme progresses. The theme and the structure go together.
The poems can be lyrical in nature or narrative.

Lyric Poem – Lyrical poems are short. It is more of the emotions
of the poet in these poems, as there is nothing to narrate. The origin of
the songs is retained in the lyrics. There are various forms in the lyrics
which are expertised by the poets, for example, Elegy, Ode, Sonnet,
Dramatic Monologue and poetry written for different occasions.

Elegy – A poem generally written to lament the death of someone.
There are philosophies, meditations and thoughts related to death and
mysteries – related to death and life. There are some important Elegies
like Gray’s ‘Elegy Written in the Country’s Churchyard’ and
Tennyson’s ‘In memoriam’.

Ode – Ode is a long lyric poem. The subject matter of the Ode is of
a serious kind. The style of the Ode is of a higher nature. Wordsworth
and Keats have written beautiful immortal odes which are popular till
date like Ode to the Grecian Urn etc.

Sonnet – Sonnet is another type of lyric. It is a poem of 14 lines
with typical structure. It is a sort of emotional poem sometimes loaded
with the theme of love. There are different emotions of hope, love,
suffering etc. in a sonnet. During Renaissance, it was popular in
England. Sonnet originally has its origin in Italy. Thomas Wyatt and
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Earl of Surrey translated and copied the Sonnets by patriarch which was
the patriarchal sonnet.

Sonnet has survived and flourished during all times. It was used for
religious discourses or expressions by poets like Donne and Milton and
are beautiful expressions of art by Keats or Shelley; Owen has used it to
describe the War. There are different stanza forms and rhyme patterns in
Sonnets. Spenser, Shakespeare and Browning also used the Sonnet for
expression.

There is another form of lyric which is called the Dramatic
monologue. The author finds someone to speak in a situation and at a
crucial time. The speaker’s philosophy, outlooks and personality are
projected through the monologues.

Browning’s ‘My Last Duchess’ is the finest of dramatic
Monologue wherein he projects his wife. There are a lot of emotions
involved in this.

The lyrics are used on different occasions and the occasions are
projected through them. For example, Wedding, Return from Exile and
even the theme of death as Milton has described in his illustrious poem
‘Lycidas’.

Narrative Poetry
In a narrative poem, the narrator tells or narrates the story or an

incident. There are situations or events which are in a type of plot. The
narrative poems have a theme of love or communication between two
human relations or the actions of the heroes and heroines. The narrative
poems are as under:

Epics – Epics are long poems with very serious themes. The
structure is of a series of happenings and incidents. The length of the
poem is big. Milton’s Paradise Lost is a Classic Epic. It has a lot of Epic
Similes and figures of speeches. There are profound imageries.

Paradise Lost deals with the large theme of the formation of the
world. The language is sublime. The characters of Paradise Lost are
almost divine till the fall.

The narrative poetry has a mock epic form which is based on the
Epic format and conventions. The style is sublime and there are
important themes and subjects but it deals with insignificant occurrences.

Ballad is another form of narrative which is used for oral purpose.
It is actually narrating the Folk poetry which is used as the base for
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literal poetry. It has a set structure with a four lines stanza. There are
alternate arrangements of stanzas with Trimeter and Tetrameter.

Descriptive and Didactic Poetry
The lyrics or narratives can have any of these forms like

descriptive or dramatic, with direct speech.
The Didactic Poetry is directed to teach something. It gives

instructions through writings. The teachings can be for some very small
issues. Thus, it provides moral knowledge as well as theoretical and
practical knowledge. Literature has a purpose of pleasure and learning.
However, modernists think of literature as expression rather than
teaching.

DRAMA
Drama is a story written for performance by the artist. The format

is written in the form of dialogues. Originally, the drama has a Greek
origin and all major terms of drama have come from Greek. A tragedy
ends with the death of the main character. However, a tragedy is a piece
of writing where there is no happy ending.

The Greeks had a concept of comedy wherein the ending is not
tragedy or the death of the main character. However, the comedy in
modern sense has a lot of comic element in it and is humorous. The
humor can be in the incidents, characters or dialogues.

Irony – There are amusing contradictions in the plot. They are
very interesting.

The script is the text of the drama with the dialogues as in the
mouth of the actors. The story of the plot of the drama is of prime
importance. There are a sequence of events and episodes. There is a
development in the story.

The characters go through the various conflicts outward and inward.
The persons have conflicts with each other or with the situations. At
other times, the conflicts are mental or psychological, as the dilemma of
the people.

The Protagonist is the main character of the drama. He is the
central character. All the factors against the Protagonist are Antagonists.

The drama should have a unity in its structure. Here should not be
loose units of which the drama can do without. The sequence should be
so knit that there is proper arrangement. Even in the plots the main
structure should be close knit.
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Similarly, the characters in the drama are very important as they
are directly exposed to the audiences. When the characters dialogue and
directly talk about the character, it is a direct method but sometimes the
author chooses an indirect method and the audience have to make
judgement about them. The characters sometimes have no development
and remain the same during the drama, whereas there are continuous
changes and development in the characters at other times. There are
different reasons for development.

The setting of the drama involves a lot of elements in the theatre.
First of all, the theme has to be set which is the punchline of the drama.
It is a general statement of the content and is related to the central idea.
In an exposition, there is straightforward beginning and explanation to
convey through speech and dialogue.

The stage directions indicate all instructions to the characters in
brackets. The drama is divided in the acts which are the main sections or
divisions and the scenes are the subdivisions of the act.

There is a chorus in the drama which speaks of the theme of the
drama. The Epilogues and the Prologues generally have a chorus.

The concept or the idea comes from the Director: how he looks and
feels. It is the look of the play – say some old outfit, Indian, Western,
Traditional, Formal etc. The words are not affected. These days
concepts are the challenge for the Directors. The other things which
create ambience in the theatre are music, orchestra, backdrop, curtains,
lights, technology etc.

Basically as drama is meant for performance, the audience are
more important than the readers. The actors play a major role. The
impact is on the audience. The setting, thus, creates the maximum
ambience. However, the most important is the script of the play. It is the
written text which has Characters in it and the description of the
characters. There are instructions for sets and setting and this with the
help of dialogues and dialogue delivery is what makes the drama a big
success.

PROSE – FICTION
The Italian word ‘Novella’ used to be short piece of prose. The

Novel is an extension of short prose. The Prose has early history.
However, the novel format became very popular since the early
eighteenth century. The day-to-day happenings are narrated in the Novels
wherein there are detailed sketches of characters and their activities. In
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the earlier novels, there were unrealistic things, supernatural elements
and romance but as it developed as a Genre it became a mirror of life and
depicted real incidents and characters.

The Novels are of different types depending upon structure and
expression. In the earlier novels, there was letter writing as a base and
the whole narration went through letters. This was called the Epistolary
Novel. Pamela of Samuel Richardson is one such example.

The Novel later developed in the form of a Picaresque novel. It had
comic elements in the form of adventures. Generally, the Journeys were
a popular form of expression in early literature. This journey was
described in Episodes. The Protagonist was the brilliant character who
faced all sorts of people and situations during the journey and came out
victorious.

Early sixteenth century had these types of novels. Cervante’s ‘Don
Quixote’ and ‘Mark Twain’s ‘The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn’ are
good examples of this type.

Later on, the trend of picking characters from history became
popular. The settings and the characters are taken from the historical
background. The novel projects the facts of history and thus gives them
more importance in fiction form.

Charles Dickens, for example, was influenced by industrialization
and mechanization and therefore his ‘Tale of Two Cities’ has a lot of
historical elements.

In the novel of education, there is a growth in the characters. There
is a struggle and fight within the characters. There is a journey towards
values, maturity and success.

James Joyce’s ‘A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man’ and
Charles Dicken’s ‘David Copperfield’ are such novels. There is a value
system in the characters.

The Gothic Novel became popular in the later part of eighteenth
century. Mystery and horror was in form. The same was popular in all
types of writings. Fear Psychosis was created with supernatural forces
and inhuman characters. The imagery used was horror-like uninhabited
castles, landscapes, lonely spots and darker imagery.

However, later the novel became more realistic. The social
conditions were projected in the novels between 1832-1850. The
nineteenth century writing became very realistic and day-to-day
incidents were projected through these writings. The society was
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projected as it was. The lower middle class, plight of labourers and
workers was narrated. The industrial revolution was having an impact
on the lives of the people.

As the age became scientific with reason and intellect, science
fiction developed. There are current fiction being acclaimed by the
readers. There is a quest regarding Science. People are exploring other
worlds and scientific mysteries. There are lots of environmental changes
which are a cause of concern.

H.G. Wells, Aldous Huxley and George Orwell are some of the
Science fiction writers.

Romance is another type of prose which is full of Chivalric themes.
There is adventure and the main character gets involved in adventures
which he fights alone. There are adventures, conflicts and fights and the
characters emerge as Chivalric.

The short story is also a prose fiction but is smaller in size. There is
one plot and there are varieties of themes in it. The short stories are
imaginative or realistic. They end up into either tragedy or a happy
ending. They are open ended and they can have romance or the element
of Satire in them.

Thus, literature has provided wisdom, knowledge, education,
entertainment for ages and has innumerable advantages in it. It has been
an art existing ever since there has been language. It has provided
meaning to the society and would continue doing so in whatever form it
exists.
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POINTS OF DISCUSSION
● Discuss the concept of literature.
● Give the importance of literature in the human life.
● Discuss the relation of literature with other streams of

knowledge particularly social sciences like psychology,
philosophy, sociology, economics and political science.

● Discuss the relationship of literature and media.
● Discuss the relationship of literature with reference to

Journalism.
● Point out the importance of literature in the field of advertising.
● Discuss the different ages and movements in literature.
● What is the importance of history in shaping literary pieces?
● What are the different forms of poetry?
● Discuss the structure of drama and the importance of the theme

in it.
● What could be the different types of characters in a drama?
● What is the importance of the setting and the script in theatre?
● Discuss the fiction and differentiate between the short story and

the novel.
● What are the important literary pieces of literature converted

into movies by Indian film industry? Discuss with reference to
one particular film.

● ‘Media and literature are interdependent.’ Discuss.
● ‘There is a strong element of creativity in both literature and

media.’ Discuss.
● ‘Literature is the mirror of life and so is media.’ Throw light on

this statement.
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